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GeoLogic Computer Systems, Inc. and AgRePlan, LLC Announce the Release of the New
GeoSite Manager System
AgRePlan, LLC and GeoLogic Computer Systems, Inc. (GeoLogic) are announcing the release of an
improved version of the GeoSite Manager System (GeoSite) and a distribution agreement between
AgRePlan and GeoLogic.
Through a lengthy legal process, the ownership of the software previously known as AMW-Works, is now
wholly owned by GeoLogic, as of February 23, 2018. This software is being updated and released as a
version of GeoSite, the software that it was originally based upon, under GeoLogic's registered copyright.
AMW-Works customers have a path forward and a future with GeoLogic and GeoSite. Past licensees of
AMW-Works will be allowed to license the updated GeoSite software at a low cost. This opportunity to
upgrade will be offered only for a limited amount of time. Details of that will follow shortly.
AgRePlan has long supported and sold licenses for AMW-Works. We welcome former AMW dealers and
customers to join us in this new certain future. GeoLogic will be modernizing the interface and adding
features to GeoSite to make it better.
The GeoSite Manager System improves the accuracy and performance of equipment used in Agriculture,
Construction and Landfills. GeoLogic's goal is to use the power of RTK GPS coupled to its GeoSite
Software to improve your bottom line through the use of professional surveying tools, real time screen
feedback and machine control.
GeoLogic is based in Waterford, Michigan. It has been developing and installing software solutions for
surveying, agriculture, construction and landfill management since 1996.
A Federal Court injunction against AMW Machine Control that went into effect on March 1, 2018 means
that AMW-Works software and derivatives of it, sold or serviced by AMW, are of particular interest to us.
AMW is prohibited from selling, modifying or servicing AMW-Works by court order. Purchasers of AMWWorks, or people who have had software changed or reauthorized by AMW, are encouraged to contact
AgRePlan or GeoLogic immediately so that we can clean these transactions up and provide authorized
copies and licenses. If you are an unfortunate person who purchased a copy of AMW-Works after
February 23, 2018, from any vendor, including Pulsar Mechatronics, and AMW, don't worry. We want to
clean this up and ensure a solid future with you, GeoLogic and GeoSite. It is not our goal to punish people
who believe in this software.
Please contact AgRePlan, LLC at 937-845-9092 and we can help you make the transition from the AMWWorks product line into the new GeoLogic GeoSite Manager System.
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